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ments”—funds whose value has fallen
below a gift’s principal amount, making
distributions illegal in many states. (At
Harvard and elsewhere, some programs
created by benefactors in recent years are
already operating, with expectations, now
dashed, of cash payouts from the endow-
ment.) Also available was “new guidance
on layo≠s.”

A Vision for the Arts

The arts must assume a more central
role in the intellectual life of the campus,
and this goal should remain a priority
even in the current bleak economic cli-
mate, a task force on the arts at Harvard
exhorted in a December report.

The arts are “at once everywhere, and
yet oddly marginalized and undervalued”
at Harvard, Cogan University Professor
Stephen Greenblatt, the Shakespeare
scholar who headed the task force, told
an O∞ce for the Arts publication last fall.
The campus’s “exceedingly vital and in-
teresting arts scene,” he said, “was ge-
nially accepted but somehow not really
important or di≠erent from other ex-
tracurriculars in the way the University
viewed it.”

Toward the goal of putting the arts “on
par with the study of the humanities and
sciences,” the task force recommended
launching new degree programs; incorpo-
rating more opportunities for art creation
in the undergraduate curriculum; and
building new space for the arts, as well as
improving existing facilities. These un-
dertakings will require “a substantial
fund-raising e≠ort,” the report noted.

It o≠ered three main recommendations.
• Greater emphasis on “art-making” in
the undergraduate curriculum.

Undergraduates interested in art cre-
ation have a limited selection of courses,
some of which require students to have
experience and skill before enrolling. With
this state of a≠airs, the report said, “we
reinforce the message that a serious cur-
ricular engagement with the arts should
be reserved for a tiny cohort, and we di-
rect all others to the broad and playful
sphere of the extracurricular.”

“The creation of art—the integration of
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Harvard once had a renowned engineering program dedicated to water, and John

Briscoe, Ph.D. ’76, was a student during its intellectual apogee. Growing up in South

Africa, where a green, well-watered coastline rings the arid but economically impor-

tant mining regions of the interior, he understood early the links between water and

development. Briscoe, whose mother ran an orphanage and daycare center in Sowe-

to (“Winnie Mandela worked for her for many years”) has brought his personal and

political views about inequality and development to his work, in which he has facili-

tated water projects around the world, most recently as senior adviser to the World

Bank’s $50-billion water program and then as the bank’s country director for Brazil.

He arrived at Harvard in January with a joint appointment—McKay professor of en-

vironmental engineering in the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences and pro-

fessor of the practice of environmental health in the School of Public Health—and a

mandate to restore the water program to preeminence. Water, he says, is about

more than potability, health, agriculture, energy production, and climate change: it

touches on almost every aspect of life, including politics, religion, even civilization it-

self. “We think of the Three Gorges Dam as the world’s largest hydroelectric pro-

ject,” he says, “but what does it mean in China?”—where historically, an emperor

who failed to control water did not last. “It was Sun Yat-sen’s dream to build Three

Gorges,” he adds, because doing so would “show that this is a government that con-

trols the rivers…and is therefore a government that can maintain social order.”

H A R V A R D  P O R T R A I T
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empathy, conceptual thinking, and design
that art-making entails—is not a decora-
tive add-on to an education,” Greenblatt
said in the news release accompanying
publication of the report. “It is central to
what education, in our time or indeed any
time, is about.”

Just as the new general-education cur-
riculum encourages science courses to in-
corporate lab work, the arts report en-
couraged professors—especially those
teaching courses in the “aesthetic and in-
terpretive understanding” category—to
incorporate art creation as well as analy-
sis and theory.

The task force also recom-
mended a new undergraduate con-
centration in the dramatic arts, in-
tended to “be part of a liberal-arts
education, not conservatory train-
ing.”
• New graduate programs that
culminate in a master of fine arts degree.

Establishing programs in creative writ-
ing and theater should be possible within
“a relatively short time” given these disci-
plines’ relatively well-developed state;
with regard to painting, sculpture, digital
media, music, and filmmaking, the report
said, “di≠erent time-frames are needed.”

The report recommended full funding
of all graduate-student slots in these pro-
grams, so that Harvard does not force its
graduates to embark on risky, often
unprofitable careers in the arts with a
massive debt burden. (Concerns over
graduates’ financial straits aside, Green-
blatt notes that without full funding,

J O H N  H A RVA R D ’ S  J O U R N A L

These days, maps can repre-

sent far more than geographi-

cal information. When har-

nessed to Geographical

Information Systems (GIS),

they can provide new ways to organize everything known about a

place: show where power plants are located in one semi-trans-

parent layer and compare that to population density shown in an-

other, for example; even link to relevant datasets that can’t be

represented visually. But as anyone who’s used Google Earth

knows, North America and Europe are blanketed with such layers

of information, while Africa remains in this modern sense “a dark

continent,” in the words of Clowes professor of fine art and

African and African American studies Suzanne P. Blier.

No more. In December, Harvard launched Africa Map

(http://africamap.harvard.edu), designed to make data about the

continent easier to discover and explore. The project is one of

several “Web map applications” developed with public and private

financing by Harvard’s Center for Geographic Analysis (CGA; see

“Hello,Geotech,” November-December 2006, page 44).

Blier,who oversees an image database of African art and mater-

ial culture, uses the map as both a pedagogical and a research

tool. Her students can locate artwork and forms of architecture

from her database in relationship to countries and ethnicities, for

example (the map has layers for each of these four things). Blier

can then show students a series of sculptures or masks and have

them “identify where they are spatially, and hence their relation-

ship with other works or with initiation ceremonies or the like.”

In her own research, she has traced the correlates of artistic cre-

ativity by utilizing map layers containing sociological, political, eco-

nomic, and historical information.

But the Africa Map is not just for humanists like Blier. It is a

resource that can actually “promote interdisciplinary collabora-

tion,” says Ben Lewis, the senior GIS specialist who has brought

the project to fruition under the guidance of co-principal inves-

tigators Blier and CGA director Peter K. Bol, Carswell profes-

sor of East Asian languages and civilizations. For example, as

Lewis explains, “The project layer is a start at creating a map of

Harvard projects in Africa, linked to researchers and actual

data….” Users can “click on a particular location and find infor-

mation and data for all projects which describe that geographic

location, across disciplines.” It’s the sort of thing that might

bring an epidemiologist studying disease transmission together

with a social scientist studying the relationship between trans-

portation and population density.

Lewis has also created an index of all the Africa material in

Harvard’s map collection. An enormous number of those maps,

some historical, have been digitized and then “geo-referenced,” a

process of assigning latitude and longitude to points on the maps.

Though the index itself is already linked to the map, only one-

tenth of 1 percent of Harvard’s maps have been added as visual

layers so far in the ongoing project. (The process, including geo-

referencing, costs $10 to $40 per sheet). Even so, Africa Map al-

ready provides “the most high-resolution, detailed maps of the

continent available out of copyright” anywhere, says Blier, and

more are being added all the time.

Although currently focused on Africa, Lewis says the open-

source, Web-based mapping framework behind the project

could be used to organize information for any region of the

world, large or small.

Aggregating data using maps, rather than disciplines, authors, ti-

tles, subjects, or indices can lead to fresh understanding and insight,

he points out:“We’re trying to say,maybe there is a better way.”

Mapping Africa

This map shows soil types for all of Africa. A researcher might use 
it with other map layers to study agricultural productivity among 
countries with similar soils, comparing, for example, the agrarian
practices of Francophone and Anglophone countries.

Student artists at work 
in the Carpenter Center
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Harvard would have a hard time attract-
ing top students, because many peer pro-
grams are funded.)
• Investing in the construction of “new
innovative arts spaces” and upgrading
existing spaces.

The nascent Allston campus represents
an opportunity “to bring into being pre-
cisely the architecturally exciting struc-
tures that will enable the innovations for
which we are calling,” the report said. It
traced the outlines of a center for the arts
in Allston that brings together artist and
scholar, creator and viewer, rehearsal and
performance, classroom and museum.

Renovating existing spaces is not
enough, the report declared: “Our existing
physical structures and exhibition spaces
reinforce principles in which few, if any, of
us continue to believe.” It called the divi-
sion between artworks, housed in the
Harvard Art Museum, and ethnographic
objects, gathered in the Peabody Museum,
“artificial” and said such divisions “can
run counter to the imperative for a more
inclusive history of art, one to which, for
example, the arts of Africa, Oceania, and
Native America certainly belong.”

Three of Harvard’s peer institutions
have major arts initiatives under way: Yale
is in the midst of a $3.5-billion capital
campaign that includes $500 million for
its already prominent schools of architec-
ture, art, drama, and music. Stanford’s
capital campaign envisions a major expan-
sion of creative-arts programs and faculty,
and creation of a comprehensive “arts dis-
trict” lining both sides of the main road
into campus. Princeton also has major arts
facilities in the works.

Although these plans appear to be
proceeding, universities are not im-
mune from the recession, as recent
events at Harvard indicate (see
“The Fiscal Crunch,” page 43).
In a statement accompanying
the arts report, President Drew
Faust outlined how the arts
might become even more impor-
tant under such worrisome con-
ditions:

Especially in di∞cult
times, when ways of thinking
and doing that we have
taken for granted are chal-

I l l u s t r a t i o n  b y  M a r k  S t e e l e

Yesterday’s News
From the pages of the Harvard Alumni Bulletin and Harvard Magazine

1924The Bulletin confesses that a

proposal for a Harvard radio station

“sounds a little startling to those not 

yet affected with radiofanitis. But, we 

wonder—will it sound so strange 

ten or fifteen years hence?”  

1934 The Harvard Summer School 

announces “an interesting experiment”

—an intensive course of instruction in

written and spoken Russian, using

phonograph records and sound films to

speed the learning process.

1949The Faculty of Arts and Sciences

votes to phase in required courses in

General Education, seeking to educate

undergraduates as “responsible human

being[s] and citizens[s].” 

*  *  *
The recently organized National Council

for American Education issues a 

pink-covered pamphlet, Red-ucators at
Harvard, which claims that 76 faculty

members are “involved” in “affiliations”

with 124 “communist fronts.” 

1959 Radcliffe’s

weekly news-

paper, Percussion, sponsors a contest to

pick the best-dressed Radcliffe girl, who

will enter a national contest sponsored

by a fashion magazine. Barnard and

Moors Halls vote not to participate,

terming the contest “against Radcliffe’s

principles.” 

1964 The freshmen are up in arms

(“Stamp out dehumanization!”) about a

decanal proposal to computerize the

House selection process.

1969The Harvard Corporation agrees

to open merger talks with Radcliffe, with

a view to achieving total merger by the

fall of 1970. Radcliffe’s Board of Trustees

and College Council have already voted

to begin such discussions with Harvard.

“Merger of Radcliffe into Harvard,”

write the Bulletin’s editors,“has the ring

of historical inevitability.” 

1984The Faculty of Arts and Sciences

has voted to reimburse MIT for over-

head costs (for space, heat, and light) 

incurred by allowing about 60 Harvard

students to cross-register in its Reserve

Officers’ Training Corps unit.
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lenged…we must encourage our
students to ask fundamental ques-
tions and to solve problems in the
inventive and collaborative ways
exemplified by the making of art.
Art produces experiences and ob-
jects that are carefully constructed
and intricate reflections of the
world. Empathy, imagination, and
creativity are forms of knowledge
that a university must foster in its
students.…In times of uncertainty,
the arts remind us of our humanity
and provide the reassuring proof
that we, along with the Grecian
urn, have endured and will con-
tinue to do so. Now is the time to
embrace, not retreat from, the arts.

In an interview, Faust and Greenblatt
noted that the plan will unfold over a pe-
riod of years. This process, Faust said,
asks fundamental questions about the
University: “What are our commitments
and values as an institution? This tran-
scends the historic moment in which we
are located.”

As universities and the wider society
pull back sharply on spending, Green-
blatt said, it is refreshing to be taking an
optimistic view and talking about possi-
bilities, even if the time frame is the long
term: “It’s a reminder that there are other
things one might actually talk about and
think about, aside from the doom and
gloom of the current moment.”

Faust said she is working with the
schools that would be involved in creat-

ing the new graduate programs. The re-
port recommended swift formation of a
task force to begin that process; Faust de-
clined to give a time frame for any initia-
tive, but noted that the $100-million gift
the University received last year from
David Rockefeller ’36, G ’37, LL.D. ’69, in-
cluded money designated to support the
arts (see “A Giant’s Gift,” July-August
2008, page 57).

As for the arts facilities in Allston,
Faust said the administration is examin-
ing the entire Allston plan “with great
scrutiny…recognizing that the pace that
seemed the logical one a year ago” may no
longer be viable. She noted that the All-
ston plan always included space for the
arts (see “Art Museum Two-Step,” Janu-
ary-February 2008, page 62).

Beyond its three main goals, the re-
port incorporated a number of subsidiary
recommendations, from the simple (cre-
ating a centralized event-listing service)
to the more complicated (a renewed
agenda for art acquisition, which
dropped o≠ precipitously in the 1960s). It
also advocated another complex under-
taking: reviewing hiring and tenure
guidelines to increase flexibility and
thereby enable the hiring of more profes-

sors of arts practice, while maintaining
high standards.

The report also notes things that Har-
vard does well, and progress thus far:
McKay professor of the practice of bio-
medical engineering David Edwards
teaches a course on idea translation that
bridges art and science; a five-year pro-
gram allows undergraduates to combine a
bachelor’s degree at Harvard with train-
ing in music at the New England Conser-
vatory; a new doctoral program (a col-
laboration between the departments of
anthropology and visual and environmen-
tal studies) explores the intersection of
ethnography and filmmaking; and another
new Ph.D. program, in film studies, was
recently approved. 

For its assessment of the arts at Har-
vard—both strengths and weaknesses—
Faust called the report itself “a great gift to
this institution”: “This initial framing of
ourselves and our educational purposes is
one of the key contributions of this re-
port—and that has happened, as of today.”

�

Read the online version of this article at www.-
harvardmagazine.com/breaking-news/new-vi-
sion-for-the-arts for a more complete account, as
well as links to earlier articles, the task force re-
port, and President Faust’s statement.

P h o t o g r a p h  b y  S t e p h a n i e  M i t c h e l l / H a r v a r d  N e w s  O ∞ c e

A Global Health View

Julio frenk’s appointment as dean of
the Harvard School of Public Health
(HSPH) took e≠ect on January 1, but his
relationship with the school began long
before. More than 20 years ago, he became
founding director of Mexico’s National
Institute of Public Health (still, he notes
proudly, the only non-American school of
public health approved by the U.S. accred-
iting body)—and one of that school’s orig-
inal advisory board members was then-
HSPH dean Harvey V. Fineberg.

In the early 1990s, Frenk spent a year at
HSPH as a visiting professor—and his
project set the course for the next decade-
plus of his life. He completed a report that
detailed the burden of disease in Mexico.
The report led to an invitation to become
Mexico’s minister of health (a post he held
from 2000 to 2006) and laid the founda-

tion for a landmark achievement: Seguro
Popular, Mexico’s universal health-insur-
ance program, begun in 2003 and still be-
ing implemented. When the need arose
for an external evaluation of the program,
the Harvard Initiative for Global Health
(HIGH; www.globalhealth.harvard.edu)
carried it out.

In his new role, Frenk names global
health as a top priority—but, he cautions,
“global is not the opposite of domestic…
Global refers to processes that a≠ect the
entire globe”—including First World
countries. He uses the example of disease
surveillance: The frequency of interna-
tional travel today means events in a sin-
gle country reverberate around the world;
thus, whether motivated by philanthropic
instinct or self-interest, it behooves the
United States and other wealthy coun-
tries to foster development of an infra-
structure that can pinpoint disease out-

Stephen Greenblatt
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